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Advenica makes its debut on the Polish market
with an order worth more than 440 TSEK
Advenica, the Swedish developer and manufacturer of cybersecurity
solutions, has signed a strategically important agreement through its
Polish partner Blue Energy. The order placed on cybersecurity platforms
and support is from a customer within critical infrastructure.
The agreement means Advenica can welcome a new customer from a new country and a new
industry – a breakthrough on several levels even if initial revenue is modest. The customer, an
energy company, has placed an order on Cross Domain Solutions and support services. The
order value is approximately 440 TSEK, and delivery is Q4 2017.
The solutions keep separate domains isolated and secure a controlled information flow with
high assurance, which is crucial for reliable power production and distribution. The order is
also a milestone for Advenica’s business area Enterprise Solutions, which over a short time has
won several important orders.

We’ve noticed a strongly growing interest from
customers and potential partners. Security issues are
increasingly on the agenda for management, and
many partners see cooperation with us as an
opportunity to qualify for procurement. Together
with Blue Energy, our partner both regarding
products and consulting services, active dialogue
can be conducted in Poland.
Rune Bengtsson, Sales Manager, Advenica AB
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About Advenica
Advenica is a leading European provider of cybersecurity. Advenica offers advanced
cybersecurity solutions and services for business-driven information exchange, secure
digitalisation and high assurance. For more than 20 years Advenica has, by providing futuresafe and sustainable solutions, enabled for organisations and companies to take digital
responsibility. Read more at www.advenica.com
Advenica AB is a publicly traded company listed on Nasdaq First North Premier with the name
ADVE. Certified Adviser is Erik Penser Bank, phone +46 (0)8 463 83 00, www.penser.se
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